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mega series

mega series
The Mega Series off ers a bold design that stands out in educational settings. Mega’s integrated 

wire management, in addition to power and data units, can be utilized to transform standard 

classroom space into an attractive, high-tech learning environment.
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table shapes

Convenient options, including 

casters, cantilever and height 

adjustability give Mega Series 

tables the utility needed to 

excel in modern classroom 

settings. Bases are available 

in powder coat and polished 

chrome fi nishes.

Cantilever Casters

Ozzy Max Elf

Mega base

Round Square Rounded Square Blunt Round

Tear Drop Quarter Round RectangleHalf Round

Comfort Front Trapezoid Crescent Bridges 18°, 30°, 45° 

               60°, 90°

edge profi les

Black / Silver

Caster

Black Caster

fl ip & nesting

Flip Tables

Nesting Tables

folding

Durable folding mechanisms 

allow for painless set up, break 

down and storage of training 

room tables, including those 

with modesty panels. Risers 

and Anti-Sag Bars grant folding 

capabilities to large and small 

tables alike.

* Laminate available with Self, PVC, Sydney PVC and Wood Edges

modesty panels

power & data

Power and data units 

increase productivity by 

supplying tabletop access to 

electrical outlets and ethernet 

ports. These units may be 

interlinked.

Hand Crank, Electric, and Pin 

Adjustable options provide 

greater fl exibility. Tables may 

be adjusted from standard 

heights to wheel chair 

accessible heights to meet 

the needs of multiple users.

Space-saving fl ip top 

mechanisms off er intelligent 

storage solutions for active 

meeting and training 

environments.

Matching Metal

End Cap

Table Cart

Fabric
Fixed

Laminate*
Fixed and Folding

Veneer
Fixed and Folding

Metal Perforated
Fixed

laminate tops

Remington

Sydney

Denver

Dover

Hemingway

Rio

Ritz

Square

Bullnose

Waterfall

Bevel

Knife

T-Mold

PVC

Self

Sydney PVC

*Ergo

*PVC

laminate inlay tops

resin edges

laminate inlay and

veneer tops

wood edges

*Urethane

Hand Crank Pin Adjustable

Electric Control

Memory Drive 1

Memory Drive 2

Memory Drive 3

Store Memory

Table Down

Table Up

* Refer to power and data color brochure

Wire Management and accessory options are also available. Wire management choices include 

Wire Access Doors and Plastic Legways. Accessories include Flat Screen Arms, Keyboard Platforms, 

Laptop Platforms, and CPU Holders. 

Urethane Edges
Ergo edge on user side can be 

complimented with either a PVC or 

Urethane edge on the non user sides.
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